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CORPORATE
LMS
OVERVIEW
A Corporate Learning Management
System (LMS) helps a company to
organize all its training materials. It can
therefore be compared to a corporate
intranet. These solutions focus on
information storage, distribution, and
sharing. For instance, if you make a
video course on how to market your
firm’s products, each video can be
made part of a standard learning track.
The LMS can guide users throughout
the track and help to evaluate their
learning.
A Corporate LMS can also offer useful
information such as calling scripts,
customer success playbooks, product
details, and more. In short, the platform
provides a centralized location to store
information and helps the enterprise
focus on learning and development.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Corporate LMS software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF CORPORATE LMS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT SAP LITMOS
The SAP Litmos learning platform enables thousands of global
companies to deliver training in the now. The solution is comprised
of a powerful LMS, a commerce platform, and a content-rich course
catalog that make it easy to manage the entire learning program
from system implementation and integration to ongoing
administration. SAP Litmos empowers organizations to align
corporate training with the company’s most important strategic
goals, while developing highly up-skilled workers who are more
engaged, satisfied, and equipped to deliver the best customer
experience possible. More at www.litmos.com.

197
Customer references from
happy SAP Litmos users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We liked that Litmos has the ability to easily upload content, build your own content,
and create courses."
Rick Galliher
Franchise Owner, 1-800-GOT-JUNK?

"One of the things we did like is that we can integrate Litmos easily. Single sign-on will be very
important as the company continutes to expand its users and use eLearning for customer
certification."
Dana Levitt
Education Manager, ServiceMax

“The SAP Litmos platform makes it simpler to fit learning and upskilling into my week.
Many of the courses are in short, ‘biteable’ chunks and presented in an engaging and
interactive way to make learning more enjoyable.”
P&N Bank

"With Litmos, associates can see the courses in their queue and complete each one in
minutes, making the whole training process much more effective."
Ryan Aly
Managing Director of Account Representatives and Sales Training, LocumTenens.com
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT ABSORB LMS
Absorb LMS empowers businesses across the globe to
surpass learning goals. Built to deliver flexible training, the
intuitive design and robust features create an engaging
learning environment that keeps your employees, customers
and partners coming back for more. Serving customers in 120
industry verticals, Absorb LMS offers automation and deep
reporting capabilities to save time and prove ROI. Tap the
scalable LMS that supports integration and security, while
offering 24/7 in-house support.

63
Customer references from
happy Absorb LMS users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“My experience with the Absorb LMS over the past two years has been fantastic. I’ve worked
with a variety of learning management systems over the past fifteen years, and I have to say that
the Absorb LMS is hands down the best I’ve ever worked with.“
Steve Price
President, LearnPort Inc.

"Having worked with the team at Absorb for more than two years I would be hard pressed to
recommend any other Learning Management System to anyone looking for one."
Colin Dempsey
Security Innovation

"We have grown our eLearning use by 300% since switching to Absorb, mainly because
it is very easy for our customers and we can get more content to market faster."
Chris Martin
Technical Training Lead, Infinera

"I feel like Absorb is a partner—not just a vendor. We operate globally, and the user-friendliness
of the user interface has been big plus and saved us hundreds and hundreds of hours of
customer support."
Craig Moss
Social Fingerprint
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ABOUT AXONIFY
You need your employees to remember to do the things that matter
most to your business every day. Axonify has the secret sauce to
make those critical behaviors stick. Our platform serves your people
focused, bite-sized bursts of information in the way humans learn
best, continually adapting to fill their individual knowledge gaps. It
weaves in user motivation tools to keep bringing them back. And it’s
smart enough to help you clearly see ROI. All of this comes wrapped
in an experience that fits right into the workflow—for just 3-5
minutes a day. We call it microlearning, but our customers call it a
game changer.

112
Customer references from
happy Axonify users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Axonify helped me learn a different way, with little questions and games. By the second week, I
was really getting into the flow of things. Axonify helped me to not only learn what I needed to
know, but remember it, too.”
Ryan Porter
Store Associate, At Home

“We chose Axonify because it’s based on brain science and has the ability to adapt the learning
to the individual. The learning is wrapped up in gameplay and pushed out through microlearning,
based on what the advisor knows or doesn’t know, in short bursts of just a few minutes a day.”
Jasha Fletcher
Head of Learning Solutions Architecture, BT Consumer

“Axonify’s innovative algorithm customizes each employee’s learning path based on
what they need most.”
Jacob Little
Sr. Manager, Organizational Effectiveness, Levi's

“Pulling our agents off the phone for scheduled training sessions was a nightmare. With the
launch of Axonify, we’ve converted our paper world online. Now, we can track knowledge levels
and growth automatically and efficiently. And we’re getting better results.”
Shelly Woodley
Associate Director, Training & CC Projects, MCAP
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ABOUT BRIDGE
Bridge by Instructure is an innovative,
outcome-focused learning and performance
management suite that empowers businesses to
develop their workforce, ensure better employee
experience, and increase employee retention
through performance and learning management
software. That way, businesses take care of their
most valuable asset — their people.

97
Customer references from
happy Bridge users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"With Bridge, we’ve definitely met our objective of having easy tools for instructors to
build courses and an easy admin interface.”
Caroline Herbert
Instructional Design Manager, Foundation Center

"Before Bridge, [managers] had no visibility into the training, it was all coming on me to let them
know where employees were in the onboarding/training process. Now they can go in and look
for themselves and track their own guys; they appreciate having that stuff at their fingertips."
Tim Boone
Training Manager, Transamerican

"This is the type of innovative approach we are experiencing because teams who have been germinating ideas now have
an outlet through which we can materialize these ideas. We have had many teams come to us with training initiatives and
ways they want to leverage Bridge. It opens up the freedom of learning because when you can use a tool like Bridge, it…
Rhonda Corwin
Director of Online Education, Hutchinson Community College

“The timestamped feedback and comments are really useful! It allows participants to identify
what they need to work on, without having to figure out on their own what the instructor or their
peers are referring to when they provide targeted feedback.”
Beatrice Huang
Policy and Program Analyst, UCSF Center for Excellence in Primary Care
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ABOUT CORNERSTONE ONDEMAND
Cornerstone OnDemand (NASDAQ: CSOD) was founded with a passion for empowering people
through learning and a conviction that people should be your organization’s greatest competitive
advantage. Cornerstone is a recognized global human capital management (HCM) leader with a core
belief that companies thrive when they help their employees to realize their potential. Putting this
belief into practice, Cornerstone offers solutions to help companies strategically manage and
continuously develop their talent throughout the entire employee lifecycle. Featuring comprehensive
recruiting, personalized learning, development-driven performance management and holistic HR
planning, Cornerstone’s human capital management is successfully used by more than 3,560 global
clients of all sizes, representing all major industries, spanning over 42 million users across 192 countries
and 43 languages. Using one data model and one integrated, extensible platform, Cornerstone HCM
platform gives clients greater talent insights, recommendations and supporting tools to meet their
growing human capital management needs.

300
Customer references from happy
Cornerstone OnDemand users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Cornerstone OnDemand is instrumental in keeping us focused on high value, professional development initiatives, such
as expanding the number of courses we’re able to offer and giving us the ability to tailor these courses as necessary.
We’re confident that Cornerstone is the optimal foundation for helping GECU achieve its long-term employee…
Joshua Gomez
Training Director, GECU

“Everyone enjoys the different aspects of the curriculum and the blended learning. At our annual
conference, franchisees and directors told us how much happier they were with Cornerstone.
They love how they can just log in and find what they need.”
Erica Ford
LMS/WebEx Specialist, Sylvan Learning

"With the Learning Cloud’s blended learning and tracking capabilities, we can go beyond that
checklist mentality and ensure employees are truly engaged and understanding content.”
Jamie Trabbic
Manager of Learning Assessment and Strategy, HCR Manor Care

“Previously, managers couldn’t review statistics. Cornerstone Learning’s reporting
capabilities allow us to see who is being proactive in their skill development.”
Jennifer Lay
Learning Program Specialist, Denver Public Library
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ABOUT CROSSKNOWLEDGE
CrossKnowledge delivers digital learning solutions that are proven
to transform individuals and drive business results. Their e-learning
solutions are engaging, customizable, and easily implemented or
integrated into your current learning platform. CrossKnowledge’s
digital learning solution is complete, bringing together their
cutting-edge technology and world-class content into a blended
environment. Only CrossKnowledge has the experience, agility, and
foresight to help you build an innovative and more effective learning
solution with high user engagement. CrossKnowledge, a Wiley
brand, serves over 12 million users in 130 countries.

76
Customer references from
happy CrossKnowledge users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Scores 100% in administration and learning environment. Best data visualization and
analytical data capabilities I’ve seen so far out of the box.”
Craig Weiss
Chief Executive Officer, The Craig Weiss Group

"CrossKnowledge suggested different learning experiences and styles. These included additional
content, videos, texts, and other options to play around with. We don't all like to learn the same
way, so there needed to be a highly inclusive solution."
Amandine Lafont
Digital Learning Manager, Solvay

“Blendedx is mobile-friendly, looks great, and gives us access to some great features new to PANDORA, such as
gamification, social polls, group quizzes and tutored activities. Our SMEs can now run blended classroom sessions with
some participants in the room and others dialing-in. Something else we’re really looking forward to using is a Facilitator…
Lene Marie Godiksen
Global LMS Manager, Pandora

"Users are satisfied, and they especially like the easy access, stimulating content, and
intuitive nature of the experience.”
Anne Grjebine
Training and Campus Director, Air France
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ABOUT D2L BRIGHTSPACE
D2L is the software leader that makes the learning experience
better. The company’s cloud-based platform—Brightspace—is not a
common one-size-fits-all learning management system (LMS). It’s
easier to use, more flexible, and smart. With Brightspace, you can
personalize the experience for every learner to deliver real results.
The company is a world leader in learning analytics: its platform
predicts learner performance so that you can take action in real-time
to keep them on track. Brightspace is used by learners in higher
education, K–12, and the enterprise sector, including the Fortune
1000.

270
Customer references from
happy D2L Brightspace users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“The Brightspace platform provided the flexibility and scalability we need to grow. We were also drawn to the
supportive Brightspace community, both within Australia and internationally, that would ease the transition to the new
product line. We have found that there is a high degree of information sharing and best practices implementation in the…
Diana Murase
Manager, Information and Communications Technology, Kardinia International College

“Having a scalable solution and being first to market helped us capture market share. With Brightspace, our
learning curve was faster, the implementation process was smooth and the tool was way more intuitive.
D2L also offers great support 24/7. All of this freed up our time and allowed our success to happen.”
George Albert
Managing Partner, Sales for Life

“I liked the fact that we were able to customize the course easily, and that we had a lot of
control over what we were able to do. Really, working with D2L on our MOOC was like
developing a regular online course, and then offering it to the world.”
Ryan Walmsley
MOOC Co-administrator, Fanshawe College

“I simply love teaching online. Through the Brightspace platform, I actually feel I am building stronger relationships with
the students because the system provides ample opportunity for one-to-one, personalized instruction and
communication. It also gives me more flexibility as a teacher to optimize lessons for the way my students learn and…
Beth Miller
English 12 Teacher, Prince William County Schools
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ABOUT DOCEBO
The Docebo Learning Platform is combating complacency in learning
technology by empowering organizations to offer engaging and
intuitive learning experiences that accelerate professional and
organizational growth and generate measurable impacts. Trusted by
more than 1,700 companies around the world, Docebo makes
learning a core strategic business activity that prepares organization
and their people for the challenges of today and tomorrow. A
world’s Top 10 ranked SaaS e-Learning solutions provider and gold
award winner, the Docebo Learning Platform is the industry’s most
comprehensive solution for learning management and delivery.

72
Customer references from
happy Docebo users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"The ease of navigation through the LMS proves that the system is intuitive and user-friendly. To date, 96 percent of our
users say the technology is easy to navigate. Moreover, we’ve not had an inquiry from any of the 700 and more users
who are in the system – and we started working with the Docebo LMS over six months ago."
Kathleen Federici
Director Of Professional Development, International Parking

“Obviously there are a lot of LMS providers out there, but it was important for us to not just partner with a company that
gave us an LMS out of the box, but somebody that would dedicate time with us on a weekly basis to chat through our
visions and plans to grow this out, and then continue to stick around with us. Docebo has been that partner for us.”
Michael Cioffi
Senior Manager, Talent and Development, Wow! Mobile Boutique

"Using Docebo gives us the chance to highlight the strengths and the skills of a thousand people.
Now they’re all able to share their talents with each other, whereas before we did not have the
capability to do that."
Megan Brown
Director of Culture and Talent Development, Vision Hospitality Group

"The Docebo system doesn’t require advanced web-developer knowledge to understand and use. It enabled those of us
who don’t have extensive technical backgrounds to implement the system quickly and with ease, adapting it to suit our
business needs - and also expand it with simple yet efficient plug-and-play tools."
Tina Defeo West
Training Specialist, JAS Worldwide
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ABOUT EXPERTUS
Expertus helps the world’s most innovative corporations
gain and sustain a competitive advantage by
transforming the way they educate and empower their
workforce, customers and business partners. Expertus
next-generation LMS software and managed services
work together to make learning experiences highly
accessible, relevant and flexible, while ensuring that
training administration is efficient and effective.

60
Customer references from
happy Expertus users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Not only could we use the ExpertusONE LMS to automate our own internal compliance
reporting and management, but we could also extend its compliance functionality to our clients
which is a huge value to them and a great sale for us."
Education Service Director
Software Solution Provider

“With our old LMS, we had no virtual way to reach this large learning group let alone
the proper security to expose them to our internal systems and content.”
Nancy Mitchell
BTD's Training Coordinator, Siemens Healthineers

“We are very pleased to bring a comprehensive, robust, cutting-edge learning platform
to the Big Brothers Big Sisters network.”
John Kulikowski
Director of Learning and Development, Big Brothers Big Sisters of America

"To make the training’s content best resonate with our audience, we broke it into small topic ‘chunks’
making it easier to consume (fit into their busy schedules) and giving them the ability to complete sections
at one sitting—so the managers had the feeling of accomplishment and progress.”
Ben Butina
Senior Manager, Global Training & Development, Elliott Group
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ABOUT LESSONLY
Lessonly is powerfully simple learning management
software that helps teams learn, practice and do better
work. They are used by 2 million learners at more than
600 leading companies including Trunk Club, Ibotta,
U.S. Cellular, and Zendesk to share knowledge, reinforce
best practices, increase productivity and cut onboarding
time in half. Other features include: easy-to-use lesson
creation, insights to track metrics & coaching
functionality to give feedback at scale.

96
Customer references from
happy Lessonly users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Lessonly allows us to have feedback loops and see how well our team is performing. Having
insights on how well they’re doing is a game-changer in terms of performance and training
management.”
Brad Chrisakis
Sales Manager and Product Trainer, Classy

“With the integration between Lessonly and Zendesk, when I get an email ticket, I can scroll down on the
sidebar and see what lessons were associated with key phrases in the ticket. That’s been helpful—especially
if I don’t remember something. I just click it and there’s my answer right there.”
Jared Otto
Resolution Specialist, Thrive Market

"Lessonly has made our training more efficient and given us more insight. We can easily reach
more than 400 staff nationally using the platform, and integrating screen capture and video
questions helps us keep them engaged."
Stephen M.
Director, Event Success, OneCause

“Lessonly keeps us all on the same page. Lessonly isn’t just a learning resource for new changes, it’s a resource that,
moving forward, you can always refer to. I have a whole library that I can access. If I come across a case where I do have
to do something that I’m unfamiliar with, I know I can just refer to Lessonly. It’s all there.”
David Rodriguez
Service Associate, Trunk Club
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ABOUT MINDFLASH
Mindflash delivers a modern learning management system to help companies
train employees, customers, and associates better. Our cloud-based training
platform connects people with the information they need to do business
better -- no matter where they are. We make it easier for business leaders to
enable customers, contractors, and other key partners for success. No
engineering or IT support is required, as there is no software to install or
maintain. Courses are created using the file types that businesses already use
(PowerPoint, PDF, Word, video, audio). Trainers simply upload and organize
files using an intuitive course dashboard, add quizzes and then publish to the
web to create self-paced new hire training, sales training, customer
certification courses, etc.

63
Customer references from
happy Mindflash users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"You can’t properly train people over and over on the same skill. You get burned out. That
doesn’t happen with Mindflash. Everyone who takes the course learns what they need to know.
It’s easy to update, use, and share with customers. It’s a painless solution for training – I love it."
Scott Allen
Director of Training and Education, AIMS 360

"We went with Mindflash because it’s straightforward, easy to use, and was perfect for
me as a single trainer needing to build detailed courses for different training groups."
Hesh Shorey
Manager of Training and Development, Alegeus Technologies

"I’m eternally grateful for what Mindflash has done for our training program and organization. Everyone is now open to
building courses and sharing knowledge. We couldn't have grown our training program to where it is today without the
features, ease of use, and low costs we enjoy with Mindflash. For the value I'm getting, we should be paying…
Phillip Jones
Vice President of Field Enablement, Kofax

"Mindflash was a good choice for us because we could easily utilize the PowerPoints, videos, online content, PDF and
Excel files we already had. Employees appreciate the flexibility of being able to take training from any computer or iPad
with Internet access. And managers love that employees can fit training in around their already hectic work schedules."
Paul Curry
Learning Manager, Big Ass Fans
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ABOUT OPENSESAME
OpenSesame helps companies develop the world's most
productive and admired workforces. With the most
comprehensive catalog of elearning courses from the world’s
top publishers, we are here to help you every step of the way,
from finding courses, mapping them to your core
competencies, syncing them with your LMS to increasing
utilization and improving your L&D programs. Not only will
you have the flexibility of multiple purchasing options from
OpenSesame, you’ll find it simple to use and administer your
elearning courses.

59
Customer references from
happy OpenSesame users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We chose OpenSesame because of the vast library of content, the selection of multiple
publishers on a given topic, and the price/value per employee to provide access to a wide
variety of training topics."
Don
Global Lead Learning, GfK

“[Our company] saved money on purchasing training courses and improved their tracking and
reporting capabilities after they used the OpenSesame integration with their [LMS]."
Morgan
Training System Administrator, CSX Transportation

"Working with OpenSesame has been a great experience. We are able to select the
courses we want, when we want them and pay 50% less for the same courses."
Denise Farrar
Manager of Training Sales, Channel Training, DISH Networks

"Since implementing OpenSesame, Blount International reduced L&D spend, offered more
e-learning courses and topics, spent less internal resources and time building training courses,
and increased average courses taken per learner."
Julie Hugo
Learning & Development Coordinator, Blount International
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ABOUT SAP SUCCESSFACTORS
SAP SuccessFactors is the global provider of cloud-based
human capital management (HCM) software. Their human
capital management application suite integrates onboarding,
social business and collaboration tools, a learning
management system (LMS), performance management,
recruiting software, applicant tracking software, succession
planning, talent management, and HR analytics to deliver
business strategy alignment, team execution, and maximum
people performance to organizations of all sizes across more
than 60 industries.

740
Customer references from happy
SAP SuccessFactors users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We're able to deliver a positive lending experience for our customers because our associates
are continuously learning, improving their skills, and staying ahead of industry trends and
requirements with SAP SuccessFactors Learning."
Corey Canaan
National Trainer, Prospect Mortgage

"SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central and SAP SuccessFactors Learning are going to make HCM easier
and more unified across our business and streamline training for our employees. Working with Avenue HR
was great. They will continue to play a key role in future SAP SuccessFactors solution deployments."
Brad Anderson
Director of Technology, Robinson Solutions

"SAP SuccessFactors Learning has taken our online training to a new level of professionalism,
and allowed us to distribute and track clinical and non-clinical employee training more efficiently
and effectively than ever before."
Aaron Stagg
Organizational Development Manager, University Medical Center of Southern Nevada

"SuccessFactors Learning enables us to make learning solutions more widely available
and to introduce new ways of learning for all aspects of the employee lifecycle."
Dipesh Mistry
Group Learning Technologies Manager, Al-Futtaim
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ABOUT SILKROAD LEARNING
SilkRoad Learning offers every employee a personal learning
portal to develop new skills, launch courses, enroll, view
learning plans, and connect with peers in a branded learning
center. You can Build your learning library the way you want,
from basic to more advanced offerings. Access them
whenever you want. Manage learning content easily. You can
also measure how learning impacts engagement and talent
activation. Measure the overall compliance picture of your
organization. Instantly access dashboards from the Talent
Center.

53
Customer references from happy
SilkRoad Learning users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We had an unbelievable number of paper training records. SilkRoad Learning has allowed us to move from a paper
records system to electronic records and has given us immediate visibility into training that we have never had before.
It’s also allowed us to better manage our training from the global perspective since we are all using the same system."
Tina Asher
Associate Director, Organizational Development & Learning, Gen-Probe

"Alaska Airlines has implemented a ground-breaking distance learning program that
meets our anytime, anywhere needs for full personalization."
Alaska Airlines

"Through the readiness assessment and reporting, accountability was strong. Our leaders could
track status on the reports. We were also able to brand the Moment One reports in SilkRoad
Learning so our leaders knew immediately what they were looking at.”
Kim Evans
Project Manager, Lurie Children’s

"SilkRoad Learning’s ease of tracking an employee’s progression through individual training
plans is amazing. We can immediately run reports on who is up-to-date on their training and
report back to our clients in a manner of seconds."
Brad Baer
Senior Project Manager, VMS
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ABOUT SKILLSOFT
Skillsoft is the global leader in corporate learning, providing the
most engaging learner experience and high-quality content. We are
trusted by the world’s leading organizations, including 65 percent of
the Fortune 500. Our mission is to build beautiful technology and
engaging content that drives business impact for today’s modern
enterprise. Our 500,000+ multi-modal courses, videos, authoritative
content chapters and micro-learning modules are accessed more
than 130 million times every month, in 160 countries and 29
languages. With 100 percent secure cloud access, from any device,
whenever, wherever.

241
Customer references from
happy Skillsoft users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Integration with SumTotal Learn was a very important feature for us. Course developers can
now be assured that any courses created and published will be fully compatible with the LMS – in
terms of setup, running the course, and tracking the results.”
William Loucks
Chase Card Services E-learning Technology Manager, JPMorgan Chase & Co.

"I love the fact that employees can learn on the go and in bite-sized chunks that suit their needs. From podcasts in the
car, to mentoring support, books, courses and roadmaps, the wide portfolio of assets and learning options is unrivalled. It
is one of the reasons why I have worked with Skillsoft at three different companies now."
Melanie Moses
Training Officer, EnerSys

"Sila needed a Learning & Development program that would allow all 200 employees to access
training without losing billable hours and provide an ROI. Skillsoft was the perfect solution."
Elizabeth Whalen
Learning & Development Manager, Sila Heating & Air Conditioning

"Our partnership with Skillsoft gives us a unified, web-based platform to facilitate all of our eLearning. We’re able to
create Crane-specific coursework to improve employee knowledge of the systems and processes they use every day –
while controlling the costs and ensuring uniform knowledge across our organization."
Sarah Chandonnet
Crane Worldwide Logistics
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ABOUT TOTARA LEARNING
Totara is rapidly transforming the learning technology software market. Our
products include the award-winning Totara Learn, a functionally rich learning
management platform and Totara Social, an enterprise social learning
network designed to foster collaboration, communication and knowledge
sharing. Totara’s products are open source, highly flexible and bring powerful
freedoms to all organisations with formal and informal learning needs, both
within the workplace and the extended enterprise. Customers range from
small businesses to large multinational corporations – a testament to our
innovation, robust versatility and scalability.

670
Customer references from
happy Totara Learning users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We wanted to provide employees with an easy-to-use and engaging way to access training and educational resources,
while also providing transparency for managers regarding employee learning progress. With Totara, we've been able to
do just that and we're looking forward to continuing to enhance the learning experience for our users."
Oliver Sendatzki
Manager of CARE Learning, VistaPrint

"We went for Totara Learn since we were searching for a modern LMS with a full feature set and an engaging user
experience. With Totara Learn, we’re self-sufficient and in control of our learning management system. At the same time,
we can always reach out to our Totara Partner Xtractor when we want to get assistance in taking new steps forward."
Susan Rosenblad
Training Manager, Kia Motors America

"We are proud to have an LMS that enables delivery, management and tracking of staff learning, development and
performance all in one place. The Managers now have visibility of their staff development progress and compliance. Easy
and simple was the feedback that echoed from our staff upon the system introduction in July 2018."
Josleen Itayi
Perioperative Nurse Educator and PDRP Coordinator, Braemar Hospital

"One of the things that interested me the most about Totara Learn is the ability to create blended
programmes with interesting resources like video clips. In addition to introducing this approach to our
induction, we are now rolling this out to other areas such as our internal mentoring programme."
Marco Giacomini
Training Manager, Lewisham Homes
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ABOUT 360LEARNING
360Learning is simple re-think e-learning and
makes digital training an uplifting collective
adventure. Through exponential engagement,
courses from 360Learning never fail to accomplish
the business objective: they are faster, simpler,
more engaging. To make large deployments even
easier, 360Learning seamlessly integrates with the
leading LMS tools from day 1.

29
Customer references from
happy 360Learning users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“With 360Learning, each expert has the ability to create their own content. It completely changes how we think about
e-learning and allows for internal skill transfer using common cultural codes. The collaborative aspect provided by the
forum allows for a real dialogue between trainers and learners. 360Learning is the only way to train 4,500 people in 1…
Dominique Szulka
HR Development Director, Coface

"We chose 360Learning because of its strong interaction capabilities, including options to create
communities, animate them and to enable all teams to react to content. Now good practices can
be exchanged and practices in need of review are recognised earlier."
Céline Corbi
Head of Skills Development, Orange

"A revolutionary tool that includes authoring capability and content delivery, meaning we can
quickly deploy courses for 7,000 collaborators while keeping in touch with them and tracking
their engagement levels."
Sandra Minault
Human Resource Development Director, MAIF

"Key strengths of the 360Learning platform are the immediate onboarding, diversity of formats
accepted in modules, SCORM compatibility and the possibility for learners to challenge experts
for continuous training improvement."
Olivier Notheaux
Director of Sales Network Training, Groupe Pasteur Mutualite
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ABOUT BIZLIBRARY
BizLibrary is a leading provider of online learning for
growing organizations. Their award-winning
microlearning video library engages employees of all
levels, and their learning technology platform is a
progressive catalyst for achievement. Partnered with
their expert Client Success and Technical Support
teams, clients are empowered to solve business
challenges and impact change within their
organizations.
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“It is nice to have a learning management system that we can easily load the content
and administer ourselves.”
Jane Palumbo
Regional Vice president, Franchise Operation, Red Roof Inn

“We selected BizLibrary because of the high service levels displayed and their
extensive training library.”
Jacqui Buchanan
Human Resources Consultant, ISI Telemanagement Solutions, Inc.

“What I like best about the content in the BLC is the vast amount of content that’s available,
along with the attention your company places on adding to it continuously and retiring content
that just isn’t meeting the needs of clients any longer.”
Lesley Kinney
Program Manager, Hood Packaging

“BizLibrary has helped us solve a lot of the challenges with our internal leadership program, simply from the ease of use.
Being able to go out and create curriculums and being able to track somebody’s progress and internal growth as it
relates to their performance evaluations is really important to us; being with BizLibrary has helped us to be able to do…
Kristen Davidson
VP of Organizational Development, Consumers Credit Union
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ABOUT GROVO
Grovo is the world’s leading Microlearning solution, providing
modern learning that employees actually like. Grovo helps L&D
teams engage employees and drive their business forward by
delivering a constantly evolving library of customizable
Microlearning lessons through an easy-to-use platform. Hundreds of
companies of all sizes, from PepsiCo and Gap Inc. to Bitly and
Magellan Health, trust Grovo to onboard employees faster, deepen
their leadership bench, enable customer-facing teams, re-envision
compliance programs and build inclusive, mission-driven cultures.
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"People have a lot of desire to grow themselves, but to take that time out of their job responsibilities, out
of the customer needs, it’s so hard. So Microlearning—something in short bursts that they can log in on their
phones whenever and wherever is convenient—is really valuable for them."
Holly Heinze-Coolican
Director of People Development, Raymour & Flanigan

"We almost exclusively use Grovo’s Create tool to make our own lessons or customize the off-the-shelf lessons from the
Grovo Library. No matter what, we want our voice in it, so we use this doc to make sure every lesson reflects our
principles of fun, enhancing personal growth, connection to learning and each other, and relevance to people’s jobs."
Skye Tucker
Learning & Development Coordinator, Town & Country Markets

"Grovo is like a secret weapon. The ability to easily create custom content while leveraging a
robust off-the-shelf library offers endless opportunities to link microlearning to key learning
initiatives and experiences. It enables our team to drive our L&D strategy forward."
Dan Leavitt
Director of Learning & Development, Gap Inc.

“The one thing teachers don’t have is time. Grovo has incredible training that can be
done at any time and on any device, making it ideal for busy educators.”
Wes Hall
Elementary School Educator, Indian Lake Local School District
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ABOUT JOOMLALMS
JoomlaLMS has developed an advanced Learning
Management System that is used in 1000+ organizations in
over 34 countries. Even with a most advanced Learning
Management System, your organization may face a necessity
of creating a custom solution to suit the company specifics.
Training software meeting all of your unique learning needs is
a solid foundation for building an efficient system of
computer-based learning, be it for ongoing corporate
training, online education or commercial training programs.
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"I would like to commend JoomlaLMS for excellent service and technical ability in programming a custom component for
my company. They provided me with superior service and have an excellent liaison between the programmer and my
organization. They have been informative and quick to respond with all of my inquiries. The programmers/developers…
Tom Dorsey
IT Director, Contractor Licensing

"JoomlaLMS has been instrumental in allowing us to sell a wide variety of course categories, bundles and packages
online at an affordable price. The system is quick to install and configure through the Joomla admin interface. Our
customers are very satisfied with the product we are able to offer through JoomlaLMS."
Thomas Gruber
CareStar Learning

"Working with them as a company has been fantastic. They are available very quickly most of the time on
communicating via email but I’ve also communicated over the phone with them. Support is fast in getting back to me if I
need it and the renewal every year is very simple. They make it very easy for us. So I would highly recommend…
Josh Oakes
VP, Operations & Finance, New England Network Solutions

"BITSPEC uses JoomlaLMS because it is the best Learning Management System that
uses Joomla platform that meets worldwide criteria for functionality and stability."
Dorina Grossu
Professor, eLearning, BITSPEC
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ABOUT KALLIDUS
Kallidus has helped hundreds of organisations target learning
to the right person at the right time, whilst optimising training
expenditure and reducing costs. Key features of Kallidus LMS
include a user-friendly and customisable interface; a built-in
reporting suite; online collaboration and social networking
capabilities; and a flexible, modular structure. The latest
version of Kallidus also offers an easy to use 'iGoogle style'
web gadget learner interface, enabling learning professionals
to integrate formal and informal learning.
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"What was critical to us was that we required a Learning Management System which could provide us with a wide range
of language variants to enable us to roll out a major European-wide e-learning and development programme. Only
Kallidus could provide the full breadth of functionality, plus the language options in the…
Andrew Morgan
Development Manager, Brammer

“Kallidus Learn has already transformed the way and speed that people can learn at Starr. The best thing about it is that
it’s really intuitive to find and access materials in real-time and we are now able to offer a wide range of learning
materials to appeal to the different ways people like to learn, enabling us to fully embrace the 70:20:10 methodology.…
Phillip Westermeyer
Learning and Development Manager, Starr Companies

"The LMS is a fantastic resource, enabling us to roll out compliance courses quickly and
effectively when laws change and automate the scheduling and delivery of refresher training, as
well as delivering important information in an interesting and eye-catching way."
David Jukes
Head of Risk and Assurance, NHS Business Services Authority

"Kallidus is an enterprise wide LMS with the broad range of functionality that we needed. For it to support a variety of
e-learning types including self-authored and generic content was important, as well as facilitating classroom training. We
also have a large number of internal accreditations, so to have the functionality to manage these within the LMS is…
Derek Chatting
Group Training Manager, FCC Environment
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ABOUT KINEO
Kineo is a global workplace learning company that helps businesses
improve their performance through learning and technology. They
provide an end to end consultative service including bespoke
elearning content, off the shelf products, LMS solutions to fit any
business size and leadership training. Kineo is a City & Guilds Group
business - a global leader in skills education. As part of the Group,
they can draw on the extensive resources of the wider organisation,
which includes the Institute of Leadership & Management, The
Oxford Group, City & Guilds and DigitalMe.
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"The rapid elearning approach has quickly enhanced our product knowledge elearning offer and vastly improved the
effectiveness of our training to the business. Using rapid elearning for specific parts of our product knowledge training
ensures that employees are experts in the field and are able to provide better customer service overall."
Kevin Taylor
Elearning Specialist, Tradelink Plumbing Supplies

"Our learning system has become so good because of the ability to customize Totara Learn for what our organization
needs. We knew what the benefits were going to be for us. Many times an LMS goes no further than elearning tracking
and we are using this system for all aspects of training. Webinars, elearning, documentation – we also add activities…
Gail Smart
Training Manager, City Electric Supply

“The fresh theming of the LMS and having single sign on are big draw cards for staff within the
business. One of the other benefits is having a daily HR sync which means records and reporting
lines are current and it enables managers to monitor staff learning.”
Vanessa Ross
Team Manager, Ministry for Primary Industries New Zealand

“You may have award winning courses, but if no one can find it they will give up. Totara and Kineo have provided us with
a platform where we can take all our information and a new user can come on and easily figure out how to navigate
through our website. Totara is our base and at the end of the day from a functionality point of view, that’s our building…
Brian Degen
Education Program Manager, BridgeStone
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ABOUT LEARNUPON
LearnUpon's LMS helps you to train your employees,
partners, and customers. Our platform is built to deliver
high-quality corporate learning experiences in a
scalable way. Manage, track, and achieve your learning
goals — all through a single, powerful solution. By
putting your goals first, we make sure that every
learning opportunity is an experience that advances
employee, partner, and customer success so you can
get more out of corporate learning.
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“LearnUpon allows me to create videos and content to promote our new features. I put them into the LMS, then with the
enrolment feature, I send an email to everybody letting them know "Hey, there's this new feature coming out in a few
months, take a look". It entices them and the end result is that they want to upgrade. It helps our revenue at the end of…
Sandra Karlovich
Learning Consultant, Upstream Works

“What’s nice about LearnUpon is everything is already there. You just flip the switch for what
you want, which aspects of the platform you want to use. With webinar integrations, we’re still
on the fence of how we want to use it. The beauty of it is that it’s there when we want to use it.”
Layne Northsea
Technical Training and Documentation Manager, ChargePoint

“I love the ability to give our end users a standard by which they can filter their contractors. We
let them track their contractors through our certification process, so they can see that they
watched our training content, and that they’ve taken and passed the test.”
Dan Conger
Training Manager, HydroPoint Data Systems

"With reporting we can measure the impact of each of our courses. We can see what’s working,
the information is right in front of us. That’s really satisfying. We know we’re providing our
employees with the skills and knowledge they need to deliver great solutions to our clients.”
Fiona Casserly
HR Business Partner, Welocalize
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ABOUT PEOPLEFLUENT
PeopleFluent® is transforming Talent Management through
best-of-breed technology and expertise. With a deep focus
on business intelligence and analytics and an innovator in
mobile enablement, social collaboration, information
visualization and domain expertise required to empower
strategic decision making and true employee engagement,
PeopleFluent's talent management software enable
organizations to unlock each individual's potential by
removing the boundaries that limit the performance and
productivity of your workforce.
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"PeopleFluent’s video learning continues to be one of the leading offerings in the
market."
Jim Lundy
CEO and Lead Analyst, Aragon Research

“The biggest thing for us was the introduction of the mobile app, PeopleFluent E-Learning+1, onto the tablets we supply
to our agents. Prior to that, our agents had to go into their local branch and complete their training on the manager’s
laptop. Allowing them to complete their modules on their tablets not only meant that they could complete training at a…
Steve Wright
Head of Learning and Development, Morses Club PLC

"PeopleFluent has really started to build a strong trajectory as a Learning Systems Suite
under our new classification. Its large US presence and its broader LTG connections in
EMEA see PeopleFluent recognized as a Core Leader in the 2020 analysis."
Fosway Group

"PeopleFluent Learning is the only Learning solution offering complete LMS, LXP, and
LRS capabilities. It is the No. 1 compliance LMS in the market and provides a highly
rated embedded video platform and responsive content creation solution."
Brandon Hall Group
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ABOUT SKILLJAR
Skilljar’s award-winning customer training platform
enables you to successfully onboard, engage, & retain
your customers & partners. Their cloud learning
management system (LMS) makes it easy to create
courses, distribute to web & mobile devices, and track
results. Skilljar helps you accelerate product adoption,
automate onboarding workflows, reduce support costs,
and increase long-term customer satisfaction.
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"As administrators of six domains hosted by Skilljar, we are able to easily post
professional-looking content and our customers often comment on how easy it is for them to
access our training and navigate the courses."
Andrea Eberly
Learning & Development Manager, Cisco

"We selected Skilljar because we were looking for a training solution that was agile, beautifully designed,
and customer-centric. No one else in the LMS market is addressing customer training as elegantly as
Skilljar, and we couldn't be happier to be partnering with them as we expand the reach of our program."
Caitlin Wood
Senior Manager, Customer Education, Zendesk

"I think of Skilljar as a platform that supports the customer journey. Skilljar lets you guide your
customers to specific content based on their tenure, our product, and our understanding of their
needs."
Shelley Berkowitz
Vice President of Training, Zuora

"The Opal Learning Center has courses filled with text, video, gifs, screenshots and hands-on exercises for people to fully
grasp how to not only use Opal’s capabilities, but how to use it to do their jobs better. With Skilljar as the foundation, we
also are finally able to track who is going through our trainings. It’s been a true game-changer for us."
Gary Ploski
Senior Content Producer, Opal
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ABOUT TALENTLMS
TalentLMS is a super-easy, cloud LMS to train your employees,
partners, customers or students. It is fully customizable to
your own needs, with simple and comprehensible analytics
about everything that happens inside your elearning
environment. It offers strong support for SCORM & TinCan
(xAPI), notifications, course selling, video-conferencing,
gamification, extensible user profiles and more features than
you can imagine. And, it's built from scratch to work with
responsive design in mind, and looks awesome on your iPad,
iPhone & Android mobile devices.
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“After researching similar cloud-based Learning Management Systems, we chose TalentLMS not only for its features but
also because our competitively-priced subscription includes Single Sign-On capability. We are delighted with the
system’s easy-to-use platform and tools for the delivery, support, and administration of our eLearning and…
Judi Schade
BST Global

"TalentLMS has been very easy to administer with minimal effort. The process of adding courses,
content and uploading users is incredibly simple, compared to our previous LMS."
Wade McKone
Manager, Training & Development, Safe Management Group

“I would recommend TalentLMS to anyone who is looking for an easy-to-use LMS that is flexible enough to
adapt to your online school, affordable enough to make it realistic, and quality enough to definitely make it
worth the investment. I evaluated 15-20 LMS systems before finally settling on TalentLMS.”
Amy Tanaka
AttuneUp

“I think it’s fantastic! We can utilize the automatic notifications the system provides and
notify our installers when they need to get their recertification."
Stanislov Nikolov
Partner Training Specialist, EVBox
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ABOUT THOUGHT INDUSTRIES
Thought Industries powers the business of learning by providing the
world’s leading B2B customer training platform. The company was
founded in 2014 around the core belief that online learning
experiences should be modern, intuitive, engaging, and scalable.
Today, our team builds and maintains the only learning solution with
completely native tools and integrations that drive higher
engagement, learner proficiency, and retention rates for our
customers. Headquartered in Boston, Thought Industries has offices
across North America and Europe. For more information, visit
www.thoughtindustries.com and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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“We did a lot of research before selecting Thought Industries as we wanted a platform that looked
professional, had vast integration capabilities, and one that allowed our customers to use their Onshape
credentials to access learning content, and we got that and much more with Thought Industries.”
Noa Flaherty
Customer Success Manager, Onshape

"Thought Industries has given us the platform to support big organizational
improvements."
Celeste Hernandez Revelli
Director of Financial Planning, eMoney Advisor

"Thought Industries takes care of the platform and continuously innovates, adding new
features frequently. That allows us to focus on the courses themselves.”
Mark Cooper
Course Designer, Tricycle

"We chose Thought Industries because the platform enables us to easily build out customized
learning programs with simple drag and drop functionality, but is also powerful enough to reach
a global audience."
David Suzuki
Chief Executive Officer, Bio-Therapeutic
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ABOUT VALAMIS
Valamis is a digital learning company specializing in workforce development. The company develops
Valamis - Learning Experience Platform. Valamis' customers are large organizations spanning all
industries, but predominantly in finance and insurance, complex manufacturing, and professional
services. Headquartered in Joensuu, Finland, Valamis operates internationally with offices in the US, the
UK, Germany, the Netherlands, and Russia. About Valamis - Learning Experience Platform: Valamis LXP
is an award-winning platform developed in cooperation with customers. Valamis enables formal,
informal, social, and microlearning, content authoring and management tools. Valamis gives users
access to in-depth analytics in their learning process by supporting the xAPI standard and a built-in
Learning Record Store (LRS). Always utilizing the latest technologies, Valamis brings you a digital
learning assistant powered with AI. The platform offers organizations a cost-effective and modular way
to upskill their workforce and manage learning and development globally.
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"The seamless cooperation between Valamis, Riveria and the Tampere University of Technology (TUT) has been the key
success factor in this project. Now as the pilot phase has ended, we will start moving the actual studies into the Valamis
environment during the next semester. According to the feedback, the students seem to particularly like the idea of…
Ville Tuominen
Advisor of Online Learning, Riveria

"We wanted to cooperate with a new partner in building a reporting service that would be optimally suited
for the needs of our customers. We focused on executing a flexible reporting and data storage solution
with the experts from Valamis which is known for its efficient and functional operations."
Laura Poikkimäki
BI Development Manager, Silta Oy

"The Valamis - Learning Experience Platform helps with keeping our staff's competence and qualifications compatible
with requirements, providing employees with easy access to updates and allocating guidelines to the correct persons. In
the future, it will be possible for us to use the solution in the efficient management of all training sessions, from online…
Sunna Lihavainen
Quality Specialist, Phillips-Medisize

"One of the greatest benefits is report automation: information flows directly from subsidiaries
to the Group's management. This solution will enable us to make better forecasts, analyze the
data we receive and visualize results more easily."
Kimmo Kortelainen
Project Manager, Tornator
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ABOUT WEBANYWHERE
Webanywhere are specialist providers of web-based learning
platforms, bespoke content, phone apps and online resources. They
are at the forefront of learning technology development that enables
people to achieve more and collaborate through shared learning.
Since their formation in 2003, the company has evolved and
expanded globally. Following their motto of ‘stretching beyond’,
they have helped over 3,500 educational and corporate clients reach
their e-learning goals. Their aim is always to exceed expectations.
They help Learning & Development professionals to thrive with
expert and unique services that deliver innovative technology and
competitive advantage.
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"We take lots of pictures and videos of school events and include them on Learnanywhere,
which parents like to see. It’s improved home and school links. And it’s great being able to keep
files central for staff and governors to view - and it saves loads of paper."
Sandra Wignall
ICT Technician, St Mary’s Primary School

"It has been a real pleasure to work with Webanywhere. They communicated clearly throughout
the process, worked alongside us to get the journey and design right, and have produced an
excellent final product that the whole organisation is proud of."
Olly Carr
Head of Curriculum, Peter Jones Foundation

"The implementation Webanywhere achieved helped us to have a seamless experience for users we were looking for. It
is by far the only solution nimble enough to meet our needs. Working with Webanywhere has been an absolute pleasure.
Our consultant knew his stuff and always found out the answers. He was able to follow through the whole process…
Patti Caswell
Vice President of Customer Service and Operations, Threatready Resources

"Webanywhere has been extremely helpful in making our LMS, the user interface, so easy to use and has
increased staff engagement considerably. The delivery process was fantastic, and support has been great
throughout. We look forward to working on future projects with Webanywhere."
Katy Snell
Head of HR, Emerald Group Publishing
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ABOUT WISETAIL LMS
Wisetail’s user-friendly platform focuses on engaging,
growing, and empowering your workforce while
enabling your culture to thrive in multi-site businesses.
It is easily configurable to your organization's brand and
technical specifications. In addition, Wisetail provides a
virtual community for their customers to share best
practices and continuously improve the learning
experience.
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"We now have a team at Mid-States with our same views on what is quality engaging training material which will be
working to create and gather content for us to utilize. Together with Mid-States, we have been able to build a more
comprehensive and complete Learning Management System for our team members."
Derek Ream
Training Coordinator, D&B Supply

"Being in a field-based franchise organization, we really liked the reporting features that allowed each organization to
help view very localized data. The way we’re able to set up administrators at each franchise and allow them to see their
own organization’s performance without having to wade through thousands of other stores is tremendous. It gives our…
Zoe Maduros
Director of Org Effectiveness & Learning, Jamba Juice

"It has been such a valuable platform for collective wisdom. Sharing information in real-time has
been a huge boost in our ability to carry out our mission of nourishing the body and making
connections to lead a balanced and happier life."
Heidi Waltermire
barre3

"At the end of the day, we chose Wisetail because of the emphasis on design and storytelling
that was fluent throughout their mantra. What’s great about Wisetail is that you can mold the
site to a platform that speaks to your brand and who you are."
Patrick Ryan
Senior Manager of Field Operations and Training, SoulCycle
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ABOUT ELEAP
eLeaP is a top-10 cloud learning management system that centralizes all your
online training and development in one platform. eLeaP™ Learning
Management System is a complete, secure, web-based training and learning
solution that employs a simple user interface. This way both technical and
non-technical training managers can easily create, manage, and track
interactive training courses and e-learning programs for all levels of users.
The eLeaP™ LMS and Training Software System is designed to fit any
organization size. With it you will have the sophistication favored by big
companies. Yet, you can enjoy the flexibility, simplicity and customization of
a system that will not overwhelm or financially drain smaller organizations.
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“eLeaP is so easy to use that we don't have to spend time training our employees how to use it.
We just assign a course and they can figure out the system without having to ask any questions.”
Jennifer DeLong
Corporate Trainer, Applied Underwriters

"I found the eLeap Training/Learning System very easy to use, from entering and formatting the information, setting up
users and entering the test questions. I am very pleased with the company itself – Don walked me through it, responded
quickly to any questions I had, was very professional – made it a very pleasant experience. I would recommend eLeaP…
Toni Garrard
Listrom & Associates LLC

"The eLeaP training platform has streamlined our processes, reduced costs, and provided our users with a
comprehensible learning management system. I was able to configure and launch this SaaS-based LMS within weeks,
using SCORM to effectively track user progress with built-in reports. Thanks to the entire staff at eLeaP, your support…
Amy Hitchman
Training Manager, Host Analytics

"We are having a lot of positive feedback about our new LMS. It is so exciting to have such great results from our
employees. Recently we received a suggestion from a supervisor for Winterwood. She requested access to see her
employee activity results for the team of managers she supervises and eLeaP had this feature right there."
Harlene Doane
Chief Operating Officer, DealerStrong
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ABOUT ISPRING SOLUTIONS
iSpring Solutions, Inc. is an international software
vendor of professional tools for eLearning. iSpring is
known for its excellently engineered software for
creating mobile-friendly eLearning courses and learning
platforms for entire organizations. iSpring products are
loved by over 54,000 customers from 155 countries,
including the world's leading universities and 170
companies from the Fortune 500: HP, Intel, Boeing,
Johnson&Johnson, P&G, PepsiCo, etc.
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"I'm using iSpring for producing Product training courses on our LMS System. Before iSpring, the
conversion took [up a lot of] time, now it's done in a few seconds! The quality of the generated
Flash movies is perfect and the PowerPoint add-in works stably and uncomplicatedly."
Reinhard Weber
Telekom Austria

"A feature that was useful was that I could trim the videos and edit the sound within iSpring; it
saved me from having to load another program just to make small adjustments.”
Armé Hendriksz
Head of IT, FYMCA Medical

"It's very easy and user-friendly to manage the users. You can easily add new users (for instance you can add them by
email or import them from a file), arrange the users into groups and organizations and set permissions. With iSpring
Learn you can track the results of the users, the effectiveness of the e-courses, etc. You get detailed statistics in…
Sandrine Boarqueiro-Verdun
Founder & President, Kapitec Software

"We needed an LMS to train digital marketers around the world. The tracking and reporting was important as well as it
working in all countries. Which iSpring does! It was also the best value amongst several LMSs we reviewed. If you want to
begin working right away and avoid a long implementation, iSpring is great! Their support has been responsive and…
Leslie Cutter
Head of International Marketing, Moxa
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ABOUT ACCORD LMS
Accord LMS is one of the most innovative, extensible and cost
effective platforms in the Learning Management System
(LMS) industry. It is used to administer online and instructor
led training to millions of learners on 5 different continents.
Accord is committed to the greater good of their staff, their
clients, their communities and the world at large. Accord's
internal policies and client relations are built on honesty,
fairness, integrity and service. Accord understands that the
success of their clients is their success.
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"We researched a number of LMS and selected Accord based on flexibility, configurability, and
value. After more than 18 months, we are continually reassured that we made the right decision."
Vincent Priore
Director of Continuing Education, Jobson Optical Group

"Accord LMS makes it possible to get the right training in front of our employees when
they need to learn."
Peter Paasch
Director of Information Technology, Wisconsin Hospitality Group

"The Accord LMS gives us the latitude to make training delivery and reporting fit our
business needs, not the other way around."
Mike Santiago
Data Governance Manager, INTO University Partnerships

"Accord’s team helped us develop a strategy and plan for where we should go with our
investment in training technology before we even signed a contract; they were that willing to
help, which we found incredible."
Shawn Kennedy
Lead Clinical Research Trainer and Clinical Research Associate, IMARC
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ABOUT ADMINISTRATE
Administrate is built for managing training and learning.
Say goodbye to confusing spreadsheets, poor reporting,
and say hello to streamlined course scheduling,
resource management, CRM, reporting, marketing,
eLearning, and a whole lot more. They are trusted by
training companies and internal training departments on
every continent around the world. Join hundreds of
customers, thousands of users, and millions of students
using their platform every day.
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"Right from the start Administrate impressed us with their efficient, professional manner – an approach that not only
inspired confidence, but provided us with an efficient system that meets our requirements. We needed a robust solution
for scheduling courses and managing learners onto those courses at our training centres. Administrate has been…
Abhishek Zaveri
MI Manager, learndirect

“Before we discovered Administrate we used Saleslogix for CRM and our own in-house system
to manage the courses and the bookings. Administrate was instantly attractive as it offered us
the opportunity to consolidate and manage our information in one place.”
Stuart Sawle
Owner, Sysop Ltd

“We knew exactly what we needed. And when we saw the functionality of Administrate – it
ticked every box. The things I love about the product are: good user interface, its ability to
manage the whole process of course development, delivery and evaluation.”
Amanda Selvaratnam
Head of Corporate Training, University of York

“I evaluated both software registration solutions as well as LMS. And what impressed me with
Administrate was that the solutions could be merged together when the need was required.”
Tara Brodie
Director, Learning Services, Longview Solutions
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ABOUT AGYLIA
Agylia enables organisations to support their people with
digital learning and performance support materials through
the use of innovative learning management and mobile
learning solutions. The Agylia Learning Management System
(LMS) is a mobile, flexible and global solution that provides
organisations with a modern approach to manage and deliver
their learning programmes. Agylia's mobile learning Apps for
iOS and Android devices enable learners to access digital
learning content at the point of need anywhere, even offline.
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"This is our first learning platform and it’s a significant step forward for headspace Denmark.
Working with Agylia, we will be able to modernise our learning programmes and provide staff
and counsellors with engaging digital learning experiences, helping them to grow and develop."
Kim Callesen
Centre Manager, headspace Denmark

"We require an innovative mobile learning solution to support our students and to provide them
with a great learning experience. Agylia provides that powerful and flexible mobile delivery
infrastructure – one that will grow with us into the future."
Adam Corney
Commercial Director, MLA College

“Agylia were the right fit for us. They were able to provide a high quality user experience and I really liked their mobile
delivery capabilities. Lots of our people work on sites all over the country, not all of them are in front of their computers,
so being able to provide the same functionality and high quality learning experiences on mobile and desktop was really…
Nick Faith
Head of Training & Development, Overbury and Morgan Lovell

“We selected the Agylia Learning Management System (LMS) and mobile learning Apps as our
platform because of its advanced functionality and ability to deliver modern and engaging
learning experiences - such as mobile learning, microlearning and game-based learning.”
Mat Tinker
Senior Learning Manager, Deloitte
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ABOUT BRIGHTWAVE
Brightwave is your digital learning expert. They design
and deliver award-winning products and solutions that
enhance the performance of your organisation. Experts
in Total Learning, they help the world's leading brands
to improve performance, unlock potential and generate
value. Brightwave Group can do this because they are
the only learning provider in the world enabling clients
to fully implement 70:20:10 by harnessing the power of
both formal and informal learning experiences.
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"This blend of an internal developer team, combined with our strategic partnership with Brightwave has really paid
dividends. Brightwave has provided expertise that we don't have internally. Brightwave provides thought leadership and
technical experience across a range of initiatives which helps us to deliver excellent results."
Kenny Henderson
Head of Talent Development Operations, Sky

“The Brightwave team were excellent at helping us to understand our needs and build
the right product for us.”
Nick West
Project Manager, Old Mutual Wealth

"Learning technology has been a significant enabler in our business whether we see it in employee engagement, whether
we see it in changing behaviour in the organisation, delivering new systems, enhancing our product base, enabling us to
get closer to our customers, all of those have been impacted by e-learning and learning technologies. It's been a really…
Craig McCoy
HR Director, Bupa

"We liked the simplicity of tessello: the fact that it is not only a next gen LMS but also a coaching
platform, allowing colleagues to comment or give immediate feedback; the ease with which we
could manipulate the platform; and of course its social learning functionality.”
Oliver Daly
Learning and Development Consultant, First Rate
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ABOUT CD2 LEARNING
CD2 Learning is a measurement-based learning and
engagement ecosystem that provides next-generation
gamification, social collaboration and personalized
learning, capitalizing on the power of the cloud (SaaS).
They do things differently. With the CD2 Learning
system driving content delivery and providing day to
day tools, you can easily manage the performance of
your most precious assets—your people.
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"Until we developed and released our online leadership curriculum with CD2, the promise of eLearning was
empty for the Ken Blanchard Companies and our clients. With CD2 our content has come alive online
whether using a PC, MAC or mobile device. The game has changed forever!"
Scott Blanchard
Principal and Executive Vice President, Client Solutions, Ken Blanchard Companies

“CD2 has been instrumental in helping us develop our online educational resource. It is an industry changing, cutting
edge program that will revolutionize the way the show horse industry learns and competes. They have been fantastic to
work with and we look forward to many more years of this partnership.”
David Dellin
Director of Judges, APHA

"Having a platform that was more intuitive and allowed for self-service was a big start. We are also much more focused
on making sure the courses build upon each other and include more real-life examples to strategically influence the
recipients. There is a greater focus on developing the managers instead of delivering content directly to the associates."
Ken Robison
Selling Process Manager, Pella Corporation

“The CD2 Learning Process Map was very helpful in breaking the learning up into smaller chunks
and allowing people to move in and out of the class easily. The bite size pieces were critical to
the success of the learning.”
Brett Beal
Senior Manager for Learning & Organizational Development, eBay
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ABOUT INTELLUM
Intellum is an award winning software and services
company focused in the areas of e-learning and social
collaboration. Intellum's two main products are Exceed
LMS, an enterprise class SaaS learning management
system, and Tribe Social, an enterprise class SaaS social
networking/collaboration tool. Intellum currently
provides services for hundreds of clients in over 65
countries, including AT&T, Facebook, Google and
NASCAR.
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“As a partner, Intellum has been tremendous. They are truly a partner, in every sense of the word. Customer service is a
big issue for G4S. Something we value and stake our reputation on. To know I receive the same quality of customer
service from Intellum is priceless. They allow me to keep my attention focused on critical priorities rather than worrying…
Carmen Murrell Randall
Director, Field Training Services, G4S

“We have experienced two other LMS products first-hand in the past 12 months, and believe me, there is NO comparison
on any dimension service, user interface, features/ functionality, reporting, or cost. Intellum has those other products
beat by a mile. I know they care as much about our implementation’s success as we do.”
Kristin Lynde
Director of Learning & Development, Randstad

"And the LMS has made delivering not only our anti-trust classes, but our entire course library
simple and basically effortless. Now members just send out emails with employee logins and
passwords, and then the entire training program nearly runs on autopilot."
Charles L. Norton
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary, Coca-Cola Bottlers Association (CCBA)

"Intellum has supported not only a growth in size and scale but also complexity – Blueprint now
offers a wide variety of content, including recorded webinars and customized learning paths."
Amy Brooks
Head of Partner Training & Certification, Facebook
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ABOUT LATITUDELEARNING

LatitudeLearning LLC is the developer and host of
the world class learning management system
(LMS), LatitudeLearning.com. Initially built for
global Fortune 50 companies,
LatitudeLearning.com is a scalable, robust and
highly functional cloud-based LMS available for
companies of all sizes to effectively manage their
training programs.
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“Selecting the Latitude Learning LMS was part of a strategic initiative to create pathways to a
more performance based support model. Our goal is that all the LMS users will be able to access
a more user friendly interface and find all the tools they need in one place.”
Tracey Short
Program Manager, Learning Designs Incorporated

"Latitude’s LMS is very concise and does exactly what we need it to do such as deploy and
record content as well as allow our technicians to be certified. If there is ever a compliance issue
it is very simple to verify which technicians have taken which courses in the look-up process."
Jim Wedoff
Technical Trainer, UniCarriers America Corporation

"The technology’s reporting abilities, licensing costs were all factors when deciding to select
learning a platform. LatitudeLearning stood out amongst other LMS vendors in providing a
seamless user experience."
Ann Higgs
Director of Learning and Development, Greyston

“With LatitudeLearning, we’re able to reach a different and much wider audience. We’re also
able to provide online courses, which prepares our members and non-members to become a
certified arborist and is something we’re very proud of offering.”
Eduardo Aliskevich
Director of Educational Products and Services, International Society of Arboriculture
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ABOUT MATRIX LMS
MATRIX is a world-class, award-winning learning management
system (LMS) for businesses. The platform is known for delivering a
great user experience, while incorporating all the essential tools
companies need to support efficient training and learning.MATRIX is
a product of CYPHER LEARNING, a company that specializes in
providing learning platforms for organizations around the world.
CYPHER LEARNING provides a similar LMS for use by entrepreneurs
called INDIE and an LMS for use by schools called NEO. CYPHER
LEARNING products are used by over 20,000 organizations, have
millions of users, and have won several awards.
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"We have been using MATRIX LMS for a time now and we couldn't be more pleased with it. We
find it to be very user friendly and time efficient.We can easily reach out to learners and see their
progress in courses. Our learners love the user interface and the fact that they can have access
to materials anytime anywhere. We truly believe that MATRIX LMS is a great LMS!"
Coaching4 Clergy

"What impresses us about MATRIX LMS is that they are always improving. Not only are they
anticipating market movement and adding features that keep it fresh, they are responsive to our
specific needs in a way that makes us feel like one of their most valued clients."
Trueface

"We have been working on MATRIX for the past 4 years and find it a vast improvement on our earlier system, Backpack. I
recommend it to others as being a great platform for these types of programs. We like that we have a professional
looking platform for learners to access where they can manage their learning. It helps learners become self-sufficient and
feel in control of their learning with administrator and faculty support in the background."
NeuroLeadership Institute

"Our company is very happy with MATRIX LMS as an eLearning platform. We have many learners and staff
that rely on its user friendly interface and great audio/visual options. As an administrator, MATRIX LMS is
easy to manage and has lots of features that make online training simple, but besides that the thing we love
most of MATRIX LMS is the amazing customer support. We highly recommend it!"
Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service
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ABOUT NORTHPASS
Northpass is building a new category of learning
management system (LMS). Their platform gives
managers a better way to train teams, customers and
partners on their brand, product and best practices.
They’ve built a feature suite that enables business
professionals with no e-learning expertise, to easily
create and deliver original online training content that
engages learners and improves business outcomes.
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“We are especially pleased with the many ways Northpass allows us to present
information—quizzes, visuals, manuals, downloads, etc. These features make for very clear
presentation of large amounts of information.”
Trish McDermott
Vice President of Communications & Community, Babierge

"We chose Northpass because of the sleek and modern interface, which promised our end-learners an easy and engaging
learning experience. Before Northpass, we either had to do one-on-one trainings with new employees and partners or
send them hastily compiled resources. Northpass allowed us to put together a robust product-learning curriculum in…
Mondee Lu
User Advocate, Everlaw

“I find Northpass’ user interface to be totally intuitive. I was able to train myself on the product
and have been almost entirely self-sufficient throughout the development of our training
curriculum.”
Debra Swinson
Training Specialist, Turo

"By making training information more accessible, new team members are able to get acclimated
more quickly, and seasoned employees can engage in refresher materials when they need it. As a
whole, our training process has become a lot faster, with fewer errors overall."
Amanda Pittman
Caliber Patient Care
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ABOUT NOVOED
NovoEd’s collaborative learning platform empowers organizations to design
and deliver experiential learning that accelerates business performance on a
global scale. Since the company’s founding at Stanford’s social algorithm
laboratory in 2012, global corporations, executive education providers, and
training firms have relied on NovoEd to develop high-value capabilities
through purposeful practice and application, coaching and mentorship, and
group collaboration. NovoEd’s proven approach to learning connects diverse
groups of learners, mentors, and leaders in a high-impact online environment
which unlocks an organization’s collective knowledge and drives measurable
outcomes.
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"NovoEd has been a fantastic partner as we grow our online learning programs. It's
clear that NovoEd is designing with today's learner in mind."
Suzanne Gibbs Howard
Dean and Managing Director, IDEO U

"NovoEd and its customers are leading the change to drive transformation in business
and learning."
Jeanne Meister
Founding Partner, Future Workplace

"NovoEd is an experiential platform. When bringing the classroom experience online, we wanted
our employees to retain the ability to reflect on their learning, apply new skills, engage with
colleagues, and receive feedback."
Sara Ley
Digital Learning and Technology Leader, GE

"NovoEd was a great collaborative partner in helping us design and build our corporate
storytelling online course. I’d highly recommend working with their design consultants to get
your project in ideal shape for launch."
Janine Kurnoff
Co-Founder & Chief Innovation Officer, The Presentation Company
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ABOUT PATHGATHER
Pathgather is a modern approach to enterprise learning
that dramatically increases learning engagement and
collaboration. Pathgather is an enterprise-level social
learning platform with a beautiful and engaging
interface that can empower your workforce easily. Its
social learning platform unifies your current learning
ecosystem by integrating with your current resources to
become a single point to access all learning &
development.
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"The user adoption rate has been absolutely phenomenal. Within about eight months of the Pathgather
implementation, we had half of the company's global workforce of 31,000 using Pathgather. That was very
important to us, because we consider user adoption to be a primary marker of success."
Villetta Reeves
Learning Program Manager, Qualcomm

"Pathgather is helping Visa deliver an engaging and personalized learning experience to
employees at scale."
Gordon Trujillo
Senior Director, Visa

"Pathgather has been a great vendor to work with. They are responsive, flexible, and
personable in every interaction."
Tim Collins
Senior Learning Solutions Manager, T-Mobile

"Pathgather’s brandability and customization was critical for us to deliver tailored
learning experiences that spoke to our employees’ needs."
Francine Rosca
Global Learning Program Manager, HP
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ABOUT SKYPREP
SkyPrep is an easy-to-use, cloud based, online training platform,
designed for businesses, and knowledge providers that want to train,
test, and manage their employees or clients. Creating courses is a
simple process, and starts by uploading existing content such as
PowerPoint presentations, training videos, Word documents or any
other file type. Then, the testing platform allows users to create
quizzes and tests with various question formats. Course building is
as easy as picking-and-choosing from your repository of content and
tests.
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"SkyPrep has allowed us to really streamline our training programs and be compliant with the
industry standards that we follow. It's affordable, flexible, and great for our company."
Joe M.
Sr. Manager, Mophie

"SkyPrep is the only LMS I would recommend to any company that is looking to simplify
its internal training."
Adam Michael
Senior Trainer, Little Kickers

“One of the reasons why we chose SkyPrep was because we could track the users very easily. The educational program is
in modules and it’s important to know how long it took an individual to complete a module and then how they did on the
post test. By doing that we could then develop a second program that was briefer than the first program and it enabled…
Roger Mazze
Professor, AGP Clinical Academy

"As the administrator for the LMS, I have been thoroughly impressed. The system has a
very intuitive and user-friendly UI, our users require very little training to use it."
Lindsey S.
Associate Director, City of Kirkland Washington
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ABOUT SMARTERU
SmarterU.com provides an easy, cost efficient way
to deliver engaging, consistent interactive training
to your team, with the ability to drill down to see
how everyone is really performing via Executive
Dashboards and Reporting.
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"I find that the user experience is an easy one. SmarterU is a powerful tool that helps us
create courses for our associates and enables us to track the progress."
Kathy S.
Sleep Country Canada

"I can’t tell you how much easier the SmarterU system made my training tracking. It
definitely saved me many hours of manual spreadsheet entries and tracking."
Keith J.
Brookfield

"I enjoy the flexibility the LMS offers. I also appreciate the constant updates and improvements
to make the experience even better for administration and the learner user experience."
Dawn R.
Brandt Companies

"For smaller companies, the quick feedback and easy to use system is good for quick,
to-the-point training. You also have great feedback for courses."
Nathan N.
SimonMed
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ABOUT ACCESSPLANIT
Accessplanit is a software house with an extremely
powerful system, developed and supported by an
enthusiastic and dedicated team. They understand
the system inside out and would love to share with
you the infinite ways you can use its functionality
to streamline and automate every training
administration process, then use your analytics to
constantly improve what you do.
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"The accessplanit system has enabled us to increase our profits year on year, despite challenging
economic times as it has reduced administration by at least 50% and allowed teams to focus on
higher levels of customer service."
Jo White
University of the Arts London

"Throughout the entire process, the support and service from the accessplanit team has been impressive. They have
made time for us when needed, answered our questions quickly and worked to find us answers for questions that extend
beyond their knowledge or expertise. Additionally, they have been flexible in working with us to customize the
accessplanit tool to fit our needs. We have appreciated the ways in which the support team has worked with us to meet…
Management Concepts

"accessplanit contained all the functionality we required to simplify processes and speed up
training accessibility across the pharmacies. We are delighted with the results and capabilities of
the system."
Nicola Flood
LloydsPharmacy

“We needed a partner who could effectively provide one system with dual functionality to manage our
commercial training programme and internal staff development. accessplanit met the challenge. The on-line
booking and Ecommerce facility has transformed the booking process.”
Nicki Elton
London Leisure College
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ABOUT EFRONT
eFront is their flexible LMS platform for enterprises that need
advanced security measures and extensive customization to train
masses of employees, partners, and customers. Designed to be the
industry’s most adaptable enterprise LMS, eFront gives you
complete control over your virtual training environment and your
data. It blends seamlessly with any other infrastructure and has the
power to grow as you grow. In fact, eFront helps your business grow
by keeping your workforce skilled, your partners qualified and your
customers smart.
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"eFront allows the supervisors to track the training of their direct reports. The ability to create content to
transfer/capture intellectual property is key to the success of any business and eFront does this with ease. The support
of the eFront staff is the best in the industry. eFront is by far the best LMS on the market; all others are fighting for…
Kip Dudley
HR Manager, Kalsec

"eFront has been a wonderful asset to our state's Comprehensive System of Personnel Learning and Development.
eFront has allowed us to be able to effectively manage all of our participants, track their learning, run progress reports
and collect information we were not able to collect before. eFront has definitely become an invaluable asset for our…
Stephanie O. Hicklin
Technical Assistance Specialist, University of South Carolina

"We were especially happy with the ability to separate customers into branches and appoint
customer users as the admins of those branches. Besides that, the ability to code our own
plugins with PHP was perfect for meeting our unique reporting needs."
Brandon Carper
Manager, Learning Solutions, Gateway Ticketing Systems

"We found eFront to be the complete solution. It provided an extremely wide array of functionality, but was still simple
and easy to use. The technical requirements of the solution were straightforward. We could rapidly implement the
solution. Fujitsu employees have completed over 10,000 courses in the past 12 months using the eFront eLearning…
Blaise Porter
Manager Service Excellence, Fujitsu
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